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Foreword

Radiological characterisation is critical to inform decision making and investments
during all phases of the life cycle of a nuclear installation. There are different considerations
for design, construction, operation, transition, decommissioning – the major waste
management challenge – and finally site release. Radiological characterisation to support
the decommissioning process is required with different aims and intensity throughout
the different phases, but in particular during the transition phase when operation has
ceased, and during the implementation of decommissioning.
This report provides guidance on selection and tailoring strategies for radiological
characterisation, and gives an overview of best practice for radiological characterisation
at different phases of the life cycle of a nuclear installation.
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Executive Summary

Radiological characterisation plays an important role in the decommissioning of
nuclear facilities. It is the basis for radiation protection, identification of contamination,
assessment of potential risks, cost estimation, planning and implementation of
decommissioning and other matters. At all stages of a decommissioning project,
adequate radiological characterisation is of crucial importance.
The focus of this report is the task of radiological characterisation. The important role
and the significance of radiological characterisation become clear when its various
objectives are considered, including in particular:
•

determination of the type, isotopic composition and extent of contamination in
structures, systems, components and environmental media;

•

identification of the nature and extent of remedial actions and decontamination;

•

supporting planning of decommissioning;

•

estimation of decommissioning costs.

A large number of measurement techniques are available for successful application of
radiological characterisation, allowing rapid and comprehensive determination of the
activities of most relevant radionuclides. For other radionuclides that are hard to detect,
scaling factors can be established that relate their activities to key nuclides.
Radiological characterisation is relevant in all phases of the life cycle of a nuclear
installation, albeit with different levels of detail and with differing objectives. Basically, the
following characterisation phases can be distinguished: pre-operational characterisation;
characterisation during operation; characterisation during the transition phase (after
final shutdown before initiation of dismantling); characterisation during dismantling
(including remediation and decontamination); and characterisation to support the final
status survey for site release.
The most comprehensive characterisation campaigns are usually carried out during
the transition phase in preparation for implementation of dismantling activities, or during
the dismantling phase where systems, structures, components and buildings have to
be characterised for decisions regarding the extent of decontamination, application of
appropriate dismantling techniques, identification, classification, treatment of radioactive
materials, etc. The final status survey on the site has quite distinctive features as it also
has to take into account the possibility of subsurface contamination, which may lead to
radionuclide transfer into ground water and surface water bodies.
Careful planning and implementation of radiological characterisation campaigns will
allow significant reduction of time, costs and effort. On a strategic and managerial level,
there are ways to maximise the efficiency of measurement techniques (e.g. by combining
several types of measurement and sampling approaches) to increase efficiency of
characterisation (e.g. by integrating characterisation into other tasks), or to choose an
optimum form of organisation by allocating staff and resources timely and adequately to
achieve the required characterisation results when needed, thus avoiding delays in the
normal decommissioning workflow or radioactive waste management.
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Today, experience gained from a large number of decommissioning projects helps
to implement radiological characterisation effectively. Radiological characterisation is
undoubtedly one of the key factors for any successful decommissioning project.
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1. Introduction

Background
Radiological characterisation plays an important role in decommissioning of nuclear
facilities. It is the basis for planning, identification of the extent and nature of
contamination, assessing potential risk impacts, cost estimation, implementation of
decommissioning framework, radiation protection, protection of the environment, and
management of material arising from decommissioning, as well as supporting decisions
for release of buildings and site.
Due to the important role and significance of characterisation through all phases of
decommissioning projects, the Working Party on Decommissioning and Dismantling
(WPDD) of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the OECD decided to initiate a Task Group
on Radiological Characterisation and Decommissioning (RCD).
The main objective was to develop a status report on the selection and tailoring of
strategies for radiological characterisation and their importance for safe and efficient
decommissioning of nuclear facilities. This document provides guidance on the
implementation of strategies for radiological characterisation. The importance of
radiological characterisation for all phases of a nuclear facility’s life cycle must not be
underestimated.

Aims and objectives
The aim of this report is to identify and give an overview of the best practice for
radiological characterisation at different stages of decommissioning and to point out
areas that could or should be developed further through international co-operation and
co-ordination.
The audience for this report is decision makers, and in general those that are involved
in planning, preparation and/or performance of decommissioning of nuclear installations.
The report summarises various issues relating to radiological characterisation in a short
and succinct way, giving an overview of the issues, the techniques, possible obstacles,
strategic aspects and lessons learned. The reader interested in more in-depth or detailed
information should consult the documents listed in the bibliography.

Scope
The present report covers important aspects relating to radiological characterisation
of nuclear installations with respect to decommissioning; it does not cover survey methods
for clearance of materials and buildings or the release of sites. Brief outlines of the scope
of each chapter are presented below:
•

Chapter 2 describes the role and significance of radiological characterisation in
decommissioning to provide an overview of this task, in particular with respect to
the applied methods and its significance for a decommissioning project.
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•

Chapter 3 gives an overview on radiological characterisation during the various
phases of a nuclear installation’s life cycle and discusses how synergies with respect
to efficient radiological characterisation can be exploited between various phases.

•

Chapter 4 presents implementation issues for a typical radiological characterisation
campaign. Practical information for implementing radiological characterisation in
an efficient way is provided.

•

Chapter 5 discusses overarching aspects that are relevant to all phases and
have more strategic importance. This chapter includes discussion of staff
organisational aspects, aspects related to performance of measurement
measurement strategies, use of integrated approaches and of issues/obstacles
have the potential to cause significant delays and increasing the costs.

•

Chapter 6 provides a list of important lessons that have been learned from a
multitude of decommissioning projects.

•

Chapter 7 offers a short overview of areas suitable for further study, e.g. by
OECD/NEA Task Groups.

•

The reference list indicates sources that are directly referred to in the text. The
bibliography section at the end of the document provides suggestions for further
reading.

•

Appendices provide information on the implementation of sampling strategies and
requirements.

•

The glossary explains some terms that may not be common in radiation protection
literature or that have a special meaning in this report.

12
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2. Role and Significance of Radiological Characterisation in
Decommissioning, and Some Key Aspects of its Implementation

Radiological characterisation
In general, the term “radiological characterisation” represents the determination of
the nature, location and concentration of radionuclides at a nuclear installation. It is one
of the fundamentals on which to build a decommissioning project. Radiological
characterisation must be seen as an ongoing process and will only cease after successful
execution of the final survey and the termination of the nuclear license. It does not only
consist of sampling and measurements and analyses of the results, but will also involve
evaluation of information from the operating history, from calculations, from collections
of existing data and many more sources.
When a nuclear installation is about to be shut down permanently, a radiological
characterisation programme should be established as soon as possible. It should define
the principles, methods and steps necessary for the determination of the residual activity
in all relevant media and structures, providing a reliable database of information on
quantity and type of radionuclides, and their physical and chemical states.
Radiological characterisation with respect to decommissioning shall mainly accomplish
the following general objectives:
•

Determine the type, isotopic composition or mixtures and extent of contamination
in structures, systems, components and environmental media.

•

Verify activation calculations.

•

Quantify hard to detect nuclides.

•

Support dose modelling to develop dose-based clearance and release criteria for
materials, buildings and the site.

•

Support assessment of decontamination techniques.

•

Determine waste classifications for packaging, shipping and disposal.

•

Determine which remedial actions will be needed, including the extent of
decontamination that will be required.

•

Provide dose assessments for the workers during the implementation of
decommissioning.

•

As the input data for the safety analysis of the decommissioning operations,
support an impact assessment due to decommissioning operations and accidental
situations, and underpin decisions about the types of safety and radiological
protection required for the protection of workers, the general public and the
environment.

•

Support the estimate of decommissioning costs.

•

Verify that the facility and the site will ultimately meet release criteria.
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Application of radiological characterisation in the various phases of the life cycle of
a nuclear installation
The life cycle of a nuclear installation will comprise various phases, from planning
and the construction phase, then operation up to the transition phase, followed by
dismantling and site release. Radiological characterisation is required with different aims
and varying intensity throughout all these phases, but in particular during the transition
phase and the implementation of decommissioning. Typical objectives during these
phases include:
•

During the siting phase: Baseline surveys are undertaken to determine background
radiation levels.

•

During the construction phase: Construction materials are retained to support future
activation calculations and to define the natural activity background (uranium,
thorium, 40K).

•

During the operational phase: Surveys are done regularly for establishing dose rate
and contamination levels, with additional surveys and measurements being
required following incidents involving plant contamination.

•

During the transition phase: Detailed radiological surveys and measurements are
required to support the development of the final decommissioning plan.

•

During dismantling: Radiological characterisation goes hand in hand with all issues
of safety and dose assessment, radioactive waste management, clearance of
materials and buildings, etc.

•

During license termination (closure) phase: A final survey of the site and any
remaining structures will be needed to support an application for release of the
site from regulatory control.

This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1. A more in-depth discussion can be
found in Chapter 3.

Characterisation as an important input for estimation of costs and liabilities
Radiological characterisation is also an important input for the estimation of costs
and liabilities for a decommissioning project. It is the responsibility of the operator of a
nuclear installation to estimate the required costs for carrying out decontamination and
decommissioning including radioactive waste management, and many countries even
have strict rules on reliable and precise estimations of liabilities and secure protection of
the corresponding assets, including monetary funds. Informed decisions can only be
based on a proper radiological characterisation.
Radiological characterisation plays a central role in the development of the
decommissioning planning and by then is a key parameter for the estimation of the
required funding for the decommissioning of a nuclear installation. Radiological
characterisation helps to identify and estimate a large number of parameters relevant to
decommissioning and management of radioactive material, as has been pointed out in
previous sections and will be dealt with throughout this report. Keeping in mind that
each of these parameters (like the amount of decontamination that will be required, the
quantities of radioactive waste and of material eligible for clearance, the decision whether
to apply costly remote-controlled or manual dismantling techniques, etc.) is associated
with a large uncertainty of costs, it becomes clear that a thorough radiological
characterisation, which forms a solid base for all aspects of decommissioning planning,
also facilitates cost estimations. Many fields where radiological characterisation is linked
to strategic or managerial aspects are discussed in Chapter 5. This includes considerations
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Figure 2.1: Radiological characterisation efforts as needed
during all stages of a nuclear facility’s life cycle, in order to plan
and perform decommissioning in a safe and efficient manner
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with respect to the end-state of the facility, i.e. whether it will be possible to release the site
with or without restrictions, which may influence decisions about long-term liabilities that
may be substantial in comparison to the costs for decommissioning to green-field status.
It should be noted that cost estimations are based on many additional factors, including
characterisation for conventional (non-radiological) hazards in nuclear facilities, etc.

Implementation of radiological characterisation
Radiological characterisation needs careful planning and a dedicated infrastructure as
well as knowledgeable staff for its implementation. A comprehensive radiological
characterisation programme or campaign normally comprises the following steps:
•

An initiating step where the targets of the campaign are defined and, if necessary,
where consent from the competent authority is gained.

•

A planning step where historical information from the facility is evaluated and
where the strategy and the plan for sampling and measurements are developed.

•

An implementation step where sampling and measurements are carried out, if
necessary aided by calculation methods, e.g. for determination of activation.

•

A step for data assessment and evaluation, in which the various results are
interpreted and reviewed, statistical evaluation of measurement results is carried
out, etc., and where calculated results and measured data are compared.

•

A finalisation step where the results are documented and (if necessary) reported to
the competent authority and are used for the various purposes and objectives for
which they have been derived.

A more in-depth discussion of such a radiological characterisation programme is
presented in Chapter 4.
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Techniques used in radiological characterisation
There are a large number of technical procedures for carrying out radiological
characterisation, in particular:
•

Taking samples according to sampling plan, which are subsequently analysed by
various measurement methods. Samples can be taken with mechanical tools from
surfaces, by drilling core samples from volumes, or with many other techniques
from various depths of the material to be analysed (metal, building surfaces,
rubble, soil, etc.).

•

Methods for analysis of samples comprise among other things laboratory gamma
spectrometry or alpha/beta spectrometry after radiochemical separation as well as
gross alpha/gross beta measurements, both in-field or in laboratories.

•

In addition to sampling, measurements of the dose rate, the gross alpha, beta
and/or gamma contamination can be carried out in situ.

•

A full account of the gamma-emitting radionuclides can usually be measured with
in situ gamma spectrometry. Further, key nuclides to which hard-to-measure
nuclides can be correlated can be selected and analysed to reflect levels of
contamination of these hard-to-measure nuclides.

•

The results obtained from the sampling and measurement programme are usually
complex and need to be analysed and evaluated by various mathematical methods.
They are therefore usually managed in databases that will provide the different
tools for statistical data evaluation.

These procedures are further discussed in Chapter 5, under Measurement and sampling
aspects.
Due to lack of knowledge and inherent uncertainty of the quantities being measured
prior to characterisation, ensuring the safety of workers undertaking radiological
characterisation is an important consideration. This aspect may lead to increasing reliance
on use of automated and remote techniques such as the use of robotics (in particular in
the case of hot cells, in highly contaminated areas or at highly activated structures).

Definition of clear objectives for radiological characterisation
It is crucial to carry out measurements of samples and direct measurements in such a
way that the data obtained from these measurements will be meaningful and serve the
purposes they were collected for. This means that the data quality and quantity need to
be assessed to meet the objectives of the required data.
The approach for defining clear objectives can follow a structured sequence of seven
steps:
1) State the problem. Concisely describe the problem to be studied. Review prior
studies and existing information to gain a sufficient understanding to define the
problem.
2) Identify the decision. Identify what questions the radiological characterisation
campaign will attempt to resolve, and what actions may result.
3) Identify inputs to the decision. Identify the information that needs to be obtained and
the measurements that need to be taken to resolve the decision statement.
4) Define the boundaries of the radiological characterisation campaign. Specify the time
periods and spatial area to which decisions will apply. Determine when and where
data should be collected.
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5) Develop a decision rule. Define the parameter of interest, e.g. the specific activities of
a set of radionuclides, and specify appropriate activity levels that need to be
reached during the measurements. The decision whether a particular measurement
during radiological characterisation has been successful can then be based on
compliance with these pre-defined activity levels.
6) Specify limits on decision errors. Define the tolerable decision error rates based on a
consideration of the consequences of making an incorrect decision, e.g. with
respect to the numbers of samples analysed or measurements, the detection limits,
the radionuclides included in the evaluation, etc.
7) Optimise the survey design. Evaluate information from the previous steps and
generate alternative data collection designs for any subsequent radiological
characterisation campaigns. Choose the most resource-effective design that meets
all objectives. The data that are obtained should in any case be representative,
compatible with the objectives and complete.
Planning radiological characterisation using this stepwise procedure, which is often
referred to as the “DQO process” (DQO = Data Quality Objectives) can improve the survey
effectiveness and efficiency, and thereby the defensibility of decisions (US EPA, 2006). It can
also minimise expenditures and time related to data collection by eliminating
unnecessary, duplicative or overly precise data.
The DQO process is an example of a systematic approach that assures that the type,
quantity and quality of data used in decision making will be appropriate for the intended
application. It provides procedures for defining the criteria that the survey design should
satisfy, including when and where to perform measurements, the level of decision errors
for the survey and the number of measurements to perform.
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3. Radiological Characterisation During the
Various Phases of a Nuclear Installation

While it has already been stated in Chapter 2 that radiological characterisation is
important in all phases of the life cycle of a nuclear installation, in particular before and
during dismantling, the objectives of radiological characterisation will change along with
the progress of the decommissioning project. This chapter describes the phases of
radiological characterisation and their synergies with the life cycle phases of the nuclear
facility. In this context, the following characterisation phases can be distinguished:
•

pre-operational characterisation;

•

characterisation during operation;

•

characterisation during the transition phase (after final shutdown before initiation
of actual dismantling);

•

characterisation during dismantling (including remediation and decontamination);

•

characterisation to support the final status survey for site release.

A summary of the main activities in association with the life cycle of a nuclear
installation is presented in the following sections.

Coupling and synergies between radiological characterisation in different phases
A plan for characterisation actions aiming for safe, timely and cost effective
decommissioning should ideally be drafted early in the life cycle of a facility. This plan
should cover couplings and synergies of various aspects regarding what and how to do
during each phase as well as what information from earlier phases can be used
afterwards in later phases.
For example, during the operational phase radiological characterisation could mainly
focus on providing information from the periodic radiation protection control activities
and observations from normal operational data (e.g. environmental monitoring data and
normal releases as specified under license conditions), as well as incidents such as
spillages or uncontrolled leakages. At later phases of the operational lifetime before final
shutdown, more precise information, from a decommissioning perspective, will be required
for specific planning purposes. It is quite evident that there are built-in synergies
between characterisation phases and facility life cycle phases. It is widely recognised that
a great deal of information covering the entire life cycle of the facility should be collected
throughout facility life cycle, and made available through appropriate record keeping, to
support decommissioning characterisation schemes. Such information should be
adequately analysed and managed properly.
A successful decommissioning project requires certain major decisions in the earlier
phases. These include assessment of decommissioning options, evaluation and selection
of technologies (decontamination and dismantling, conditioning of activated material,
etc.), establishment of conditions for clearance of materials and buildings and for site
release, exploration of waste disposal options, plans for the transition phase (the
intermediate phase between operation and decommissioning), conceptual cost estimates
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and schedules, waste generation and disposition estimates, and exposure estimates to
workers and the public. Each of these decisions needs to be informed by the results of
radiological characterisation. Several factors must be evaluated to determine the scope
of a decommissioning project, such as:
•

site historical data and information;

•

initial site and facility configuration and characterisation;

•

initial project limits and contents;

•

final site configuration;

•

final site boundary;

•

expected clearance criteria for materials and buildings and release criteria for sites.

However, data that has been gathered in an earlier phase may be needed again in a
later phase of the decommissioning project. Thus, there are couplings and synergy
effects between radiological characterisation in different phases which are schematically
depicted in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Radiological characterisation – phases in a plant life cycle perspective
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The arrows on the right side of Figure 3.1 indicate typical areas where radiological
characterisation and characterisation of other properties of the nuclear facility will
inform clean-up and decontamination activities as well as radioactive waste
management, clearance and release of the site.
The arrows on the left side of Figure 3.1 indicate areas where information and data
should be passed from one phase to another one to make maximum use of the available
data. For example, if material samples of the building structure have been retained from
the construction phase or if a thorough chemical analysis has been performed of that
time, then the average U and Th content and thus the natural activity of the building
material can be derived, allowing correction of measurements for this background value.
Likewise, data on dose rates and surface contamination from routine measurements
during the operational phase form a valuable input for setting up a characterisation
programme in the transition phase and later for characterisation of materials with
respect to management of radioactive materials.
Other examples where previously obtained data can later be used again include data
on fuel element failures, derived from the measurements of alpha activity in the primary
circuit during operation, or on the chemical composition of metallic material and
concrete for activation calculations (reactor pressure vessel, reactor internals, biological
shield and other structural material near the reactor core).

Radiological characterisation before and during operation
Characterisation consideration should begin very early. During the design and
construction of a nuclear installation certain characterisation steps should be taken in
order to simplify the decommissioning process and acquire necessary data to ultimately
support site release. Such data could cover a variety of information needs from the initial
properties and characteristics of the site to the composition of the construction materials,
including structural features and foundation design, subsurface media characteristics
and infrastructural properties (e.g. samples of construction materials can be taken in
order to precisely determine a chemical composition for future activation calculations).
During operation, characterisation should be performed to follow the radiological status
of the plant both over a short perspective (e.g. what actions are to be taken to avoid
unnecessary contamination to the personnel) and over a longer perspective. An example
for the latter is for the estimation of tramp uranium on the core surfaces through
characterisation of the radioactivity caught in the filter system.
In particular, there are certain hard-to-measure nuclides such as 36Cl or 90Sr that
cannot be measured directly through gamma radiation but can be fairly well estimated by
measurement of short-lived gamma-emitting “surrogate nuclides” (e.g. 38Cl as a surrogate
for 36Cl) or can be correlated to easy-to-measure key nuclides like 60Co and 137Cs, if the
scaling factor is appropriately determined from radiological characterisation (with due
consideration of radioactive decay).
The characterisation programme should be started as early as possible during the
operational phase, but at the latest when the date of the definitive shutdown has been
established. At this stage, it is best practice to draft an entire decommissioning plan,
which also needs to be supported by a plan for radiological characterisation. Several
factors must at this stage be evaluated to determine the scope of the forthcoming
decommissioning project. This includes initial site and facility characterisation including
the radiological conditions, expected waste arising from decommissioning activities, and
the expected release criteria of residual radioactivity to be complied with at the end of
the decommissioning project.
At the initial planning phase, it is essential to establish a clear understanding of how
structures, systems, components, buildings and grounds are to be dismantled. The facility
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and site characterisation information regarding radiological as well as hazardous materials
will be extremely valuable to evaluate, particularly when making these plans. It may be
obvious that certain components and soil areas cannot be removed in a conventional
manner due to levels of radioactivity that may expose workers to high radiological risks
or cause spread of contamination. To reach such decisions, the characterisation surveys
should be sufficiently detailed to support early strategy decisions on how to manage
structures, components, buildings and/or soil.
The characterisation programme needs to be supported by a historical site assessment
which can be described as an effort to collect as much information on the plant and site
as possible. Reviewing the historical records such as licensing documents, periodic reports
(environmental surveillance, ground water surveillance, etc.), radiological monitoring
records, operating events (leakages, releases, etc.), pictures, drawings, construction records,
operational procedures, visual inspections, contact and interviews, etc., of a facility
constitutes the first activity in the characterisation project and provides a valuable
knowledge of possible radiological conditions present for the planning of the physical
and radiological characterisation programme. The main objectives of this characterisation
are to:
•

Identify potentially radiologically impacted structures, components, systems and
areas inside and outside buildings.

•

Identify surface and underground water bodies that are potentially radiologically
impacted.

•

Identify a preliminary list of radionuclides of concern needed to support the initial
radiological characterisation, taking into account the following criteria:
– radionuclides detected during operational surveys, in radiological effluents and
in radioactive wastes.
– bibliographic references and references to other similar nuclear installations.
– radionuclides that will contribute in a non-negligible manner to potential doses
from clearance practices or waste disposal, taking into account radioactive
decay with respect to the date when these scenarios could occur.
– preliminary identification and classification of the structures, components,
systems and building areas into appropriate categories (e.g. no contamination/
contamination possible/contaminated).

•

Estimate a preliminary radiological and physical inventory (activation and
contamination included) and provide a support database to manage and store this
information.

•

Provide input data for designing future radiological characterisation campaigns
(during the phases of transition, dismantling and final survey).

Radiological characterisation during the transition phase
The period between the permanent shutdown of the facility and the start of
implementation of the decommissioning strategy is often called the transition phase.
This phase normally contains activities that are covered by the operating license.
The transition phase is a critical period during which a number of modifications, both
technical and organisational, are carried out. These modifications normally allow and
require subsequent characterisation steps. The characterisation information developed
during the operational phase is usually re-examined with respect to the assumptions made,
the actual status of the facility after final shutdown, the accuracy of the measurements
required and changes in facility radiological properties during the transition phase.
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Depending on the requirements in a specific country, it may be the case that a new
license/permit/authorisation for the transition phase must be applied for by the operator
(if the operational license will not cover the transition phase). Then licensing documents
must be adapted to the new risk profile. It will significantly facilitate implementation of
the actions to be carried out during transition phase if a radiological characterisation
programme and in particular access to all places where sampling and measurements are
required is integrated in the license/permit/authorisation for the transition phase.
Characterisation during the transition phase is built upon historical site assessment
data. The first step is to define a sampling and measurement plan based on the criteria
and methodology established in the radiological characterisation programme. The main
objectives of this characterisation are:
•

Determination of the impacted areas, nature and extension of contamination and
estimation of a radiological and physical inventory required for:
– planning the dismantling activities;
– planning the work from ALARA point of view;
– effective planning for remediation (decontamination and restoration techniques)
and waste disposal activities;
– evaluation of management options for the residual materials;
– assessment of the radiological impacts including effluents’ releases for normal
and accidental situations during decommissioning (both for the public and
workers).

•

Definition of input data required for management of radioactive waste and
material eligible for clearance as well as of the final survey:
– final list of radionuclides of concern needed to support clearance measurements,
declaration of radioactive waste and the final survey;
– definitive identification and classification of the structures, components,
systems and building areas into categories (e.g. no contamination/contamination
possible/contaminated);
– estimation of the correlation factors between hard-to-measure radionuclides
and key nuclides;
– derivation of clearance levels or any derived concentration guideline levels
(DCGL) in terms of Bq/g or Bq/cm2 that are needed for performing measurements
for clearance, license termination and site release;
– selection of the appropriate measurement equipment that is capable of
measuring the selected key nuclides with detection limits in accordance with
the derived concentration limits.

•

Planning additional sampling and measurements if required in order to define the
parameters relevant for the final survey.

The result of the radiological characterisation during the transition phase is an
important parameter for the design and the definition of the capacities of the auxiliary
systems and facilities in preparation for dismantling, such as ventilation, filtration,
radiation monitoring, radioactive waste treatment and conditioning, provisions for
clearance measurements, etc. This also includes evaluation of suitable waste disposal
containers with respect to volume and shielding requirements and their required numbers
as well as estimation of space required in interim storage facilities and repositories.
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Radiological characterisation during dismantling
The dismantling phase begins once the licence/permit/authorisation for dismantling
has been obtained. This phase marks the performance phase of the decommissioning
project as to when and how the decommissioning strategies and plans are implemented.
It is a dynamic process that consists of a sequence of activities including, among others,
more detailed characterisation and categorisation, dismantling, decontamination and
other activities for materials management, re-characterisation, clearance and qualification
of waste packages for disposal, demolition and restoration of the site.
An important consideration from a characterisation perspective is to detect, and if
possible avoid, cases in which the application of decontamination and dismantling
techniques could complicate, or partly nullify the relevance of previously performed
characterisations, e.g. application of a specific technique for decontamination or
dismantling:
•

that might cause redistribution of contamination to previously decontaminated
areas or areas with a totally different contamination profile;

•

that would alter the nuclide composition significantly, rendering any previously
determined nuclide vector useless.

This endeavour can be supported by including well-defined checkpoints into the
clearance procedure at which the results from the radiological characterisation are
consulted and checked, e.g. nuclide compositions, assignment to categories, etc.
The considerations listed in the previous section with respect to the transition phase
also apply to varying extents during the dismantling phase, mainly those related to the
parameters required for the final survey. In addition, after implementation of certain
decontamination or restoration activities, new characterisation will be required, the main
objectives of which are to:
•

update the radiological inventory and the waste management plans;

•

estimate the decontamination factor and the efficiency of the decontamination/
remediation process;

•

update the final survey parameters (list of radionuclides to include, their specific
activities and their distribution, correlation factors, etc.).

The documents required to obtain a license/permit/authorisation for decommissioning
need to be adapted to the new risk profile; and the administrative process for design
modifications, based on the results of characterisation, should be simplified so as to
maintain fluid and transparent communication with the competent authorities.

Radiological characterisation for final survey
When physical dismantling, as well as decontamination and remedial actions have
been completed, a final radiological survey will have to be conducted to demonstrate that
the site of the nuclear facility and any remaining buildings can be released for restricted
or unrestricted use.
The results of previous phases are the basis to plan the final survey. This survey
provides data to demonstrate that all radiological parameters satisfy the established
guideline values and conditions. In this regard, the following important considerations
need to be addressed:
•

demonstration that the technologies and methods applied are adequate to achieve
the objective of site release and that uncertainties are defined in a transparent
manner.
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•

issues pertaining to how to build confidence towards stakeholders to assure that
all relevant actions are taken.
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4. Key Activities in a Radiological Characterisation Campaign

This chapter describes key issues that are relevant for a radiological characterisation
project during any phase of the life cycle of a nuclear facility, and for any type of material
or object to be characterised. There are generic steps in any characterisation project,
which are: initiation, planning, implementation, data assessment and decision.

Initiating step
Before starting a radiological characterisation, the requirements and targets of the
data to support a planned activity need to be defined. The initiating step therefore
consists of identification of the main objectives for the characterisation project. These
should be clearly defined with respect to the definition of the part of the facility to which
the work shall extend, the materials to be treated, the type of characterisation that is
required, including provision of the reasons why the work is being carried out.

Planning step
There are different ways in which a characterisation project might be planned. One
approach that is relatively common is to follow the principles of data quality objectives
(DQO). This is a process for planning characterisation that was developed by the US EPA
(2006) for use with contaminated land, but whose principles can provide structured
planning for any characterisation project. The process comprises seven main steps:
•

Step 1: State the problem.

•

Step 2: Identify the goals of the study or the decommissioning project.

•

Step 3: Identify information inputs.

•

Step 4: Define the boundaries of the study.

•

Step 5: Develop an analytical approach to address the problem.

•

Step 6: Specify performance or acceptance criteria.

•

Step 7: Develop the plan for obtaining data and results.

The DQO process is not linear, rather it is an iterative process during which it may
become necessary to go back to previous steps as new data and information become
available. Implementing systematic planning using the DQO methodology provides a
logical framework for characterisation. By investing time and effort in the planning stages
it can ensure that the end product satisfies all of the goals of the project and can provide
clear justification for data collection, analysis and interpretation. The final section of
Chapter 2, Definition of clear objectives for radiological characterisation, addresses the
objectives of radiological characterisation. Key activities to consider further are:
•

gathering of historical information;

•

development of a sampling and measurement strategy;

•

development of a sampling and measurement plan.
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Historical information
An exercise to prepare a historical data document, whereby existing (historical)
information about the site, the area or the facility under investigation and its operation is
gathered and appropriately evaluated, is a recommended starting point. Maximising the
use of existing analytical and historical information minimises the need for fresh
sampling and analysis.
The purpose of compiling a history document is to collect, assess and comment on
existing information. It is not the intent of this part of the characterisation process to
create new information; however any obvious gaps in the available information can thus
be identified and should be noted for further coverage.
The document should present a critical assessment of information, the quantity and
quality of which can be variable for the intended use. This will reflect the degree of
confidence that can be placed on the use of such information. Appendix A presents an
example layout of a comprehensive history report. Overall, the objectives of the history
report document may be summarised as given below:
•

to describe the context (e.g. dates, location, activities, etc.) in which to consider the
site of interest;

•

to identify areas of concern (e.g. contamination, hazards, etc.) that would warrant
further attention at later stages of the characterisation process;

•

to highlight areas where there are gaps or inconsistencies in available information
and where there are significant uncertainties regarding potential risks or hazards.

Based on the historical information, initial categorisations can be assigned to
different parts of the area of interest, dependent upon the identified risk of radiological
contamination. This will then assist identification of what information it is necessary to
collect through characterisation.
By placing emphasis on the use of existing information the project can ensure that
the characterisation that does take place will:
•

provide sufficient data to make informed decisions within a reasonable uncertainty;

•

collect only the amount of data needed to fulfil the objective of the characterisation
project.

Strategy for sampling and measurements
The sampling and measurement strategy is set out to ensure that sufficient and
appropriate data are collected to meet the defined objectives. It addresses the requirements
that have been derived through the DQO process and then considers other significant
factors such as:
•

spatial and temporal constraints, e.g. physical constraints, high background
radiation, the presence of hazardous conditions and resource/budgetary constraints
as identified through assessment of relevant project information;

•

other requirements relating to in-field sampling operations (notably labelling,
containment, storage and dispatch) which require identification at the sample
planning stage to assist in-field sampling resource during the execution of
sampling operations.

In order to ensure that the sampling and measurement strategy is appropriate for the
project needs, the objectives to be achieved by the sampling and measurement campaign
should be reviewed prior to the actual execution of sampling and measurement operations.
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Sampling design and analytic approach are closely linked to the evaluation objective.
From this point of view, setting up an appropriate evaluation methodology is of prime
importance.
In a very simplified, representation the main sampling and measurement methodologies
are judgemental or probabilistic-based:
•

Judgemental approaches can hold down sampling and measurement costs by
focused sampling, but rely on good prior knowledge and the validity of their
results is dependent upon the quality of judgement used. They are good for
looking for worst cases, with a limited number of points rather than estimating
means or testing hypotheses due to the obvious sampling bias.

•

Probabilistic-based approaches (random or regular mesh) assume a random or
spatial distribution hypothesis for which some historical information is necessary.
Their mathematical structure allows inferences (using statistical or geostatistical
data analysis) to be made from the samples to the whole population. Sampling
optimisation (number of random points or size of the regular mesh) is therefore
possible to meet the objective due to the uncertainty quantification.

In complex situations (e.g. where there is a high abundance of hard-to-detect
radionuclides) a mixture of judgemental and probabilistic-based approaches may be
necessary. Another case is the calibration of deterministic models (activation, ground
water flow, atmospheric dispersion…).
More information on sampling and measurement strategies can be found in the
appendices to this report:
•

Appendix B lists detailed considerations when determining a sampling and
measurement strategy.

•

Appendix C lists considerations for in-field requirements during performance of
sampling and measurement.

Sampling and measurement plan
A plan for performing sampling and measurement is needed for selecting and
documenting the strategy chosen for sampling and performing measurements. Such a
plan should consider:
•

an introduction to the plant, the problem and the project aims/objectives;

•

a summary of the sampling and measurement strategy, including both the result
of the decision making from the strategy derivation and justification for that
decision making;

•

a summary of key health and safety issues derived from project information and
discussion with the customer;

•

a series of appendices detailing:
– an analytical schedule (for distribution to the analysing laboratory);
– a sampling schedule (detailing key in-field sampling parameters for use during
execution of sampling operations).

The planning stage should also consider:
•

any requirements for in situ measurements and how they will be achieved;

•

the plan for analysis of measurement results and of samples;
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•

the means by which data from the characterisation work will be evaluated and
stored afterwards;

•

what validation will be necessary, e.g. of nuclide vectors (radiological fingerprints).

Implementation step
The implementation phase includes in-field measurements and/or sample collection
and analysis, both of which are directed by the sampling plan.

Performing sampling and measurement
Sampling operations involve the collection of representative samples or the collection
of appropriate representative non-destructive measurement (NDM) data, to provide
material for analysis, subsequent data assessment and decision making.
The process for sampling and measurement operations consists of three main phases:
1) Preparation. Includes understanding of project sampling plan, production of
necessary operational instructions, collection of sampling equipment and
preparation of sample area. The preparation phase must comprise calibration and
testing of equipment and may also include personnel training and even, for
unique, complex jobs, the development and testing of techniques and equipment.
2) Execution. Includes sample collection, performance of in situ measurements, health
physics and safety survey of sample container(s), transfer of sample to sample
store, completion of sampling record, post-job review.
3) Dispatch. Includes dispatch of samples to relevant lab, sample tracking and sample
returns, as well as sample custody.
It should be noted that not all of these process steps are undertaken for all projects;
and that the formality of some process steps is dictated by the complexity of the project
and the experience of the samplers.
Errors to guard against during sampling are:
•

improper selection and use of sampling tools;

•

improper or missed calibration;

•

insufficient number of increments;

•

incorrect sample mass;

•

loss of analytes (e.g. volatiles);

•

cross-contamination;

•

wrong sampling locations.

For more details regarding potential errors in sampling and sample handling see, for
example, MARLAP (2004).

Analysis
The laboratories where the analyses of the samples are carried out should fulfil
certain minimum requirements on QA/QC and certification to guarantee the reliability of
data. Ideally, they should be accredited to the appropriate quality standard (e.g. to
ISO 17025:2005 or equivalent). At the least, they should operate to internal quality
standards that are comparable to those of a recognised standard.
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Additional analyses – notably duplicate analysis, method blanks and quality control
samples – should be undertaken for individual projects. The data from these samples can
be used to identify anomalies, trends or patterns of interest, measure key statistical
parameters (e.g. variability) and to identify appropriate action. This trending evaluation
will enable method performance to be measured to maintain or improve the laboratory
service.
The necessity for non-radiological characterisation (e.g. hazardous waste) should also
be noted. Many samples that have been taken for purposes of radiological characterisation
can also be analysed for other chemical constituents.

Data assessment and evaluation step
Data assessment involves the review and assessment of the data generated by
analysis or measurement in order to make a decision in line with the project objectives.
A preliminary assessment of analytical data should be undertaken in a timely fashion,
ideally as soon as possible when the data is received from the laboratory and prior to
data being transcribed into any data assessment tool. This increases the likelihood that
sufficient material will still be retained by the laboratory for any necessary re-analysis.
The preliminary assessment is a check for completeness and usability. Such an
assessment is usually performed to ensure that an adequate data set is available for
future decision making. This reduces the likelihood that re-work or re-analysis is required
at a later phase of the project, thus preventing cost over-runs and delays in the project.
Where a data set is identified as unusable or anomalous, the issue should be formally
raised with the laboratory. This enables progress on resolving the issue with the project
as well as providing information to enable trending and performance tracking of the
individual analytical laboratory.
If data are deemed to be complete and usable following a preliminary assessment,
then they are transcribed into an appropriate data assessment tool or into an appropriate
data report.
Statistical techniques can be applied to data assessment and characterisation projects
as appropriate. Such statistical techniques include for example significance testing,
outlier tests and calculation of mean at an appropriate confidence level (e.g. 95%, based
on DQO). Different statistical approaches are appropriate when there are different
purposes for the data gathering. Specific guidance on the use of statistics for data
assessment can be found in the bibliography.
Conventional statistical and geostatistical models can be applied to optimise the
radiological characterisation by reducing the number of samples or measurements
required to meet the data quality objectives (DQO).
An effective process for validation and verification should be in place, for checking
and approval of data assessment, and of any data assessment tools (e.g. spreadsheets)
that are developed including audits and QA/QC. The uncertainties associated with the
data assessment (e.g. uncertainties due to modelling measurements) should be identified
and evaluated if possible. The results should be analysed through comparison with other
sources.
Personnel should undergo training and competency assessment as concerns data
assessment activities. Assessment of competency should be proportionate to the
complexity and significance of the data assessment tool.
Appendix B provides a table with considerations on how various objectives of data
evaluation can be achieved through appropriate combinations of the sampling strategy
and data analysis techniques.
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Reporting
The outputs of the characterisation project should be drawn together into a final
report that provides a translation of the data assessment into meaningful language for
the user or customer with transparency for stakeholders’ examination. It should assess
the data against the characterisation goals and hence the initial problem statement.
From these outcomes advice and judgment can be provided as described below:
•

Advice is provided with regard to the improvement/support of the decommissioning
strategy.

•

It can be judged whether conditions are sufficiently described to evaluate the
acceptability of the decommissioning plan.

•

Waste routing is enabled by summarising the radiological and/or non-radiological
content and classification and the justification for that classification.

The outputs should be clearly linked to the initial objectives so that future users
understand its limitations.
It is good practice to undertake a post-project review, to evaluate the project against
success criteria; to identify successes, failures and lessons learned during project planning,
execution and reporting to enable continuous process improvement; and to identify and
quantify (where appropriate) any business benefits realised from project execution.
The final task should be completion and auditing of the project record. This ensures
consistency in the quality of the project output and records. The storage medium or
record management system needs to be designed to maintain the data in a useable
format for the time span across which it might be needed. This may mean a long-term
plan for the transfer of records across different media.
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5. Selection of Strategies and Management Aspects

This chapter deals with the selection of strategies for performing radiological
characterisation, making use of the methodology described in Chapter 4 and distinguishing
between the various phases addressed in Chapter 3.

Staff requirements for radiological characterisation
The compilation and evaluation of a large database of knowledge on the radiological
status of a nuclear facility represents a significant amount of work. In addition,
radiological characterisation is a task which needs to be carried out in a well-structured
and coherent manner by a staff with appropriate competence. This means that it is
desirable to allocate a sufficiently large number of staff to this task who have the skills
and are experienced in:
•

the plant history;

•

radiochemical aspects;

•

setting up sampling and measurement plans and associated data management;

•

measurements (various techniques that are applied for different materials,
different types of radioisotopes, etc.);

•

collecting and interpreting measurement data in connection with the plant design
and its operating history.

Experience has shown that this task can often not be performed by staff already
charged with routine operations, although clearly they may add considerable value in
informing judgement. In large facilities, radiological characterisation should rather be
treated as a separate project or should be incorporated as a well-defined task within
projects. In any case, radiological experts should be involved in planning and analysis of
any characterisation activity and in the planning of any decommissioning activity.

Measurement and sampling aspects
The aspects listed in the following subsections should be taken into account when
devising a measurement strategy for radiological characterisation. A more in-depth
discussion can be found in Appendix H of MARSSIM (US EPA, 2000).

In situ versus laboratory measurements
There is some question as to whether measurements should rely more on sampling
with subsequent laboratory analysis or in situ methods like:
•

dose rate measurements;

•

measurements with surface contamination monitors;

•

measurements with in situ gamma spectrometry;
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•

swipe tests.

This should be evaluated for each facility individually. The strategy is influenced to a
large extent by the type of contamination that is present, or by the robustness of
historical information about the contamination:
•

The presence of alpha and beta emitters that emit no or only weak gamma
radiation requires the use of sampling and subsequent laboratory analysis, if
necessary with radiochemical analysis.

•

Very heterogenic contamination will also require the additional use of samples to
analyse or verify the nuclide composition.

•

Contamination that has penetrated into the matrix, like contamination of concrete
structures that are not protected by an impermeable coating, will also require
sampling (in particular core samples) to determine the depth profile and the
penetration depth.

•

Activation will also require samples to be taken from the volume to verify activation
calculations that have been performed as part of the radiological characterisation.

•

Other types of contamination, e.g. purely superficial contamination on metallic
surfaces or on building surfaces with no or small penetration depth, can often be
measured with in situ measurement techniques, if the surrounding radiation level
does not disturb the measurement.

Use of proven techniques
A further question that needs to be decided early in the process of radiological
characterisation is the type of measurement techniques to be applied. As pointed out in
Chapter 4, a large number of measurement techniques are available that can cope with
virtually all types of contamination and activation in all media. All techniques have pros
and cons, often leading to a balance between measurement time on the one hand and
sensitivity or inaccuracy on the other. There are several techniques available, like
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), that provide a very rapid
measurement method but can reach sufficiently low limits of detection only for heavy
elements like U and transuranics.
The decision for a specific set of techniques needs to be based on careful weighing of
the savings from faster and more efficient execution of measurements by using new and
emerging techniques against the possible increased costs for putting these techniques
into service.

Combination of various measurement techniques and statistical approaches
Measurements performed within the framework of radiological characterisation
ahead of decommissioning do not have the same purpose as measurements performed
during clearance procedures. Therefore, they do not have to cover the entire surface of
metallic materials or building structures and do not need to reach very low detection
limits, as would be necessary to verify the absence of contamination above clearance
levels. This opens the opportunity of combining various measurement techniques,
including statistical approaches, in an effective manner, e.g.:
•

A measurement covering a large area, e.g. uncollimated in situ gamma spectrometry
or dose rate measurement, can be used to determine the overall contamination level.

•

Several localised measurements, e.g. with surface contamination detectors, with
collimated in situ gamma spectrometry or by swipe or material samples, can be
used to determine the local contamination levels and their variation. These
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measurements can then be evaluated using simple statistical approaches, like
determination of the mean and the variance.
This will allow determination of the average contamination level of a system,
building surface or land area together with the associated uncertainty level and thus
determine the necessity for decontamination. This approach has a high potential for
reducing the overall decommissioning costs. Radiological characterisation carried out for
the derivation of nuclide vectors can also be assessed with respect to the homogeneity of
the contamination.
During radiological characterisation, statistical approaches can also be applied to
determine the nuclide composition (nuclide vector/radiological fingerprint) on the basis
of averaging the activity percentages for all relevant radionuclides over a set of samples.

Use of data management tools
There are a large number of data management tools available today that can be used
for the following purposes during radiological characterisation:
•

input and storage of all measurement and sampling data during radiological
characterisation, including additional information about the exact location and
date where and by whom the sample has been taken or the measurement has
been carried out;

•

quality assurance of the data (plausibility checks, approval procedure for data sets
by senior staff, etc.);

•

correction for radioactive decay of the radiological data to the current date;

•

grouping of a set of data that belong to one entity that has a common background
with respect to operational history and contamination, e.g. one engineered system,
one room, one area of the site;

•

statistical evaluation of a set of data with respect to characteristic features (mean
value, variance, test of value set for belonging to a single statistical population, etc.);

•

generation of nuclide vectors/radiological fingerprints according to predefined
methods;

•

archiving of data and generation of documentation.

Some of these tools combine the functions of database and data analysis with the
ability to visualise the data on 2-D or 3-D models of the systems, rooms or site of the
facility, thus allowing an easy appraisal of the progress of radiological characterisation
and the coverage of the facility that has been achieved.
The use of suitable data management tools is indispensable, as the data has to be
kept available for years or even decades, and the QA process must be transparent and
traceable. This can hardly be achieved by using spreadsheets or paper-based solutions.

Use of integrated approaches to characterisation
When planning radiological characterisation for systems and structures within
facilities, it is a good idea to devise the characterisation in such a way that it will also
provide information for the subsequent characterisation of building surfaces. Likewise,
when buildings are characterised, especially for leakages through the foundation and for
contamination on the exterior, it may be possible to gain some insight into the
contamination situation on the site.
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In particular, synergy may be reached by the following approaches:
•

Scaffolds that have been erected for taking samples from systems may also be
used simultaneously for taking samples from adjoining building surfaces.

•

Nuclide vectors for outer surfaces of systems and structures may be the same as
for building surfaces in the same room, as the contamination mechanism may be
identical. Samples and measurements may therefore be taken at the systems and
structures as well as on building surfaces in order to establish the nuclide vector.

•

The results of radiological characterisation may be entered into databases that will
allow visual representation of the data. In this way, an overview can be obtained
simultaneously for systems and structures as well as for building surfaces in the
same room and inconsistencies of results can be easily detected.

Approaches like these will maximise the use of the information and data gathered
from the facility and will help planning of the next step.

Organisational aspects
Radiological characterisation is a task that requires a dedicated project structure and
staff that will have enough time and resources to carry out the tasks. Experience from
decommissioning projects has shown that the task group dealing with radiological
characterisation should be appropriately merged into the project organisation, with a
sufficient degree of being able to act independently. It may be assigned to a separate
department, for example radiation protection or waste management, as radiological
characterisation is relevant for a wide range of activities in nuclear installations.
Depending on the resources of the plant operator’s staff, radiological characterisation
may be carried out by contractors or by the staff itself. However, as the necessity to
perform additional sampling and measurements later in order to broaden the database
will always remain, it is advisable that the staff be adequately trained to be able to
perform such tasks.
Another important aspect is the use of external laboratories in addition to or instead
of laboratory equipment owned by the operator. The following considerations apply:
•

The use of operator-owned laboratories requires investment in the necessary
equipment and procedures and in staff competent to carry out measurements in a
laboratory at the nuclear installation. The laboratory must be maintained,
independent of the number of measurements and samples to be analysed.

•

The analysis of samples in external laboratories will result in costs that are
proportional to the number of measurements with no basic amount.

The choice between these options can obviously be narrowed down to a cost-benefit
analysis. However, other considerations like the need for urgent availability of services
should be included as well.

Common issues causing schedule delays, often-encountered obstacles
Experience from many decommissioning projects shows that there can be various
unexpected developments causing delays to radiological characterisation or an increase
in the required effort:
•

One of the most common issues is related to the radionuclides to be included in
the characterisation. If for example in the nuclide vectors of a nuclear power plant
the alpha contamination has been neglected or has only been characterised as
total alpha activity, because initial samples pointed to a low alpha content, then
extensive and costly repetition of sampling and measurement will be required if it
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turns out later that it would have been necessary to distinguish between various
alpha-emitting nuclides (241Am, several U, Pu and Cm isotopes). This could have
been avoided if the completeness of the nuclide vector had been assessed in the
beginning, e.g. with the help of burn-up calculations and alpha spectrometry.
•

In systems of nuclear power plants the nuclide vector may often change at filters
or places where phase transitions (steam-water, water-steam, etc.) or other viable
concentration mechanisms occur. The sampling and measurement strategy for
radiological characterisation should take this into account by placing a sufficiently
large number of samples and measurements on either side of such points.
Otherwise it may become necessary to repeat part of the sampling process to
achieve a sufficiently large number of samples in each part of the system.

•

The use of certain decontamination techniques may lead to changes in the nuclide
vector, which may not have been taken into account in the planning of the
radiological characterisation process. In particular chemical decontamination
methods have the potential to selectively reduce the amount of certain elements
(e.g. metals) while not or only slightly affecting e.g. actinides, thus altering the
composition of residual contamination in percentage terms (in this example,
the percentage of alpha emitters would increase). This would render any
characterisation aiming at derivation of nuclide vectors prior to the application of
the decontamination process useless and is one of the reasons why in many
decommissioning projects mechanical decontamination techniques are applied
which tend to affect all constituents of contamination layers rather equally.

•

While the use of protective coating on metallic and building surfaces against
contamination is effective for easy decontamination during the operational phase
for radiation protection purposes, it is often found to be an obstacle for radiological
characterisation. In many cases this coating has been refurbished by applying a
new layer on top of existing ones without full decontamination of the lower layer,
which is acceptable from the point of view of radiation protection for the personnel.
Multiple layers will, however, render measurements useless that have been carried
out on the topmost layer with contamination measurement devices, as such
measurements do not detect activity in greater depths. In cases where multiple
layers are discovered only afterwards, extensive re-investigation or reliance on
samples will be needed. Similar considerations apply to building surfaces where
the penetration depth has been incorrectly determined.

•

Very mobile radionuclides like 3H may cause problems concerning the correct
determination of their penetration into metallic structures and in particular into
building surfaces. This may be an issue when performing radiological
characterisation with respect to compliance with clearance levels.

•

The presence of radioactive waste may interfere with in situ measurements, as the
dose rate caused by radioactive waste in neighbouring rooms may influence the
count rate of the measurement device, leading to the false assumption of higher
levels of contamination or activation being present or preventing the use of such
in situ measurements altogether.

•

The possibility of the presence of subsurface contamination below buildings or in
the soil of the site should be clarified as early as possible in order to properly
devise the sampling and measurement plan for buildings or the site. If subsurface
contamination is discovered only after normal radiological characterisation on the
surface has been completed, a large part of the work would need to be repeated to
perform sampling to greater depth. Because of its singular nature, subsurface
contamination is treated separately below.

•

The equipment required for radiological characterisation needs to be identified
early on in the project so that it can be requalified. The use of existing equipment
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in the installation to perform radiological characterisation (e.g. robotic arm) can
be problematic if the equipment is defective (e.g. impact on planning, loss of
measurement devices).
Careful planning and, in particular, exchange of information with those working on
similar decommissioning projects may help to avoid such failures and impediments.

Strategies for subsurface contamination
While contamination on metal surfaces can have penetrated into the material at the
most a few mm at cracks or corrosion and contamination on building surfaces a few cm
up to a few 10 cm and thus can be easily detected during the radiological characterisation,
the situation is fundamentally different with certain types of contamination in soil.
Contamination from leaking pipes in the ground, from spillages or from contaminated
material that has been kept outdoors for a lengthy period may have penetrated into the
ground to depths that are a priori unknown, leading to a subsurface contamination that is
very hard to detect and for which the size, dimensions and radionuclide transport rates
need to be determined through very complex sampling and measurement campaigns.
If the contamination extends to areas underneath buildings that are not to be removed,
then there is the additional complication of gaining access to the contaminated area and
performing appropriate sampling/measurements.
Subsurface contamination therefore may constitute a problem that requires an
approach totally different from those described above for metallic structures, buildings,
other materials and soil near the surface, as the effort for obtaining samples and
measurements at greater depths is extremely high and any residual contamination may
affect environmental media such as ground water for a significant period of time. The
characterisation effort itself may also have a negative impact on the radiological status of
the affected media, like boreholes for monitoring wells that may lead to connections of
aquifers that previously were separated, causing the spread of contamination to other
ground water layers. Starting from these considerations, the strategies for addressing
subsurface contamination can be established based on analysis of the following aspects:
•

review of site historical data and operational records to identify spills, operational
events, and/or releases that may have caused releases to the subsurface;

•

review and assessment of environmental monitoring data to identify potential
impact to the subsurface including subsurface soil, ground water, sediments and
surface water;

•

assessment of type and potential extent of subsurface contamination and
concentration or radioactivity levels;

•

collection of subsurface data, if necessary, to establish reasonable confidence in
bounding subsurface contamination.

The radiological characterisation is relevant for carrying out the following tasks that are
generally associated with subsurface contamination, albeit with differing levels of detail:
•

assessment of potential risk to the environment and of doses to members of the
public taking into consideration the decommissioning performance period and
plausible exposure scenarios;

•

comparison of potential risk/dose arising from subsurface contamination with
dose/risk criteria for site release after finalisation of decommissioning as required
by the regulatory authority;

•

assessment of possible remedial actions if necessary and evaluation of cost;
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•

use of cost/risk analysis and the ALARA concept for optimisation to reduce
potential impacts to the environment and the public.

Assuming the risk/dose associated with subsurface contamination is significant
compared to release criteria, 3-D sampling and modelling may be necessary to evaluate
contaminant plume and potential transport and subsequently focus on remediation of
areas of high activity. It should also be noted that dose impact exposure scenarios may
need to be developed and assessed based on potential impact from subsurface sources of
contamination. In such a case, the sampling/measurement programme must demonstrate
the absence of such contamination.
Under certain conditions, restricted site release based on specific land use may be
accepted by regulatory authorities, particularly if the cost of subsurface remediation is
prohibitive, in which case the radiological characterisation needs to inform the process of
devising long-term monitoring strategies.
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6. Lessons Learned

This chapter describes some lessons learned based on experience from numerous
decommissioning projects, grouped according to the various phases of the life cycle.

During operation
•

Operational strategy and company culture during operation has a large impact on
the conditions for characterisation. Examples range from actions in case of fuel
failures and spillages to management of observations and record keeping. An open
company culture and good record keeping will provide good input for the plant
history and starting points for a measurement strategy.

•

When the date of final shutdown has been established, it is best practice to draft
an entire decommissioning plan, which also needs to be supported by a plan for
radiological characterisation.

•

The culture among employees and managers during operation will have an
influence on the quality of record keeping, health physics practice, documentation
of events, etc. This indirectly will affect the characterisation cost. Short-term
savings during the operational phase have to be judged versus total life cycle cost.
Records from the operational phase showing any spills or releases, as well as
records for any decontamination actions taken, need to be maintained.

•

Facility changes may complicate characterisation efforts, especially if they are not
well documented. An example that is found in many installations is covering
contamination with new layers of paint or even new concrete layers on floors,
previously common procedures that are now widely recognised as bad practice but
which cannot be avoided in some instances.

•

Monitoring programmes for surface and groundwater during operation help detect
any leaks and thus enable preventing contamination that might require extensive
remedial actions during decommissioning.

•

Records of environmental monitoring particularly for subsurface, ground water
and surface water need to be maintained. They form a valuable input for the
radiological characterisation.

•

Confidence building with stakeholders, in particular with local groups, will help
maintain smooth progress into decommissioning and will foster credibility of
radiological characterisation results.

During the transition phase
•

Transfer of knowledge from operators to the decommissioning staff is crucial
(walk downs with former personnel, historical site assessment, amending
incomplete records of events during operation, etc.).

•

Apart from the pure radiological characterisation, characterisation of other types of
risks (conventional industrial risk, radiological protection) must not be neglected,
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as such risks could be more relevant during dismantling than nuclear safety.
During the transition phase and later during decommissioning, areas of the plant
may have to be entered that were never entered during operation.
•

Early assessment of potential sources for contamination on building surfaces, soil,
ground water and surface water helps create a solid sampling strategy. Early
identification of characterisation needs for the different areas or environmental
media is important.

•

Preliminary assessment of levels of risk/dose associated with sources of
contamination and initial estimate of derived concentration levels (clearance
levels, DCGLs) to meet regulatory criteria. In this context, dialogue with regulatory
authorities and other stakeholders as early as possible is recommended.

•

It is important to establish clear characterisation objectives appropriate to each
characterisation campaign based on assessment of contamination levels and
potential remedial actions to satisfy the planned end state. This has to take place
in accordance with the decommissioning budget, which means that if necessary
the end state has to be redefined so that it can be reached with the allocated funds.

•

Selection of characterisation and survey tools/instruments and protocols should be
compatible with the derived release criteria.

•

Consultation with regulatory authorities and dialogue with stakeholders during
development of the decommissioning plan and/or post-shutdown clean-up activities
will help foster acceptance for the results of radiological characterisation and
decisions based on it.

•

Remaining radioactive waste can be a major obstacle for characterisation during
the transition phase. It is advantageous to ship operational waste off-site as early
as possible.

•

The radiological characterisation carried out during the transition phase should
cover all parts of the facility.

The licensing process
•

Regulations on performing characterisation for decommissioning have been
developed, but they are often kept less explicit than those for operation, due to the
varying demands that decommissioning will pose. Therefore, dialogue and
consultation with the regulatory authorities is important to avoid problems later in
the decommissioning phase.

•

If necessary, licensing documents for the transition phase and the decommissioning
phase must be adapted to the new risk profile. The license/permit/authorisation
governing the transition phase should include the preparatory activities for the
dismantling and decommissioning project and the spent fuel storage, in particular
with respect to radiological characterisation. A timely planning and performance
of radiological characterisation for elaborating licensing documents is important.

•

The administrative process for design modifications should be simplified to also
allow early characterisation on parts that may not be accessed during operation
(e.g. parts of the primary circuit in nuclear power plants). Conditions of the
license/permit/authorisation should not unnecessarily obstruct radiological
characterisation.
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Material management
•

Radiological characterisation before, during and after dismantling, as well as
during and after remediation, is a key element for efficient material management.
Lack of clearance regulations or of clear definitions of the clearance process leads
to uncertainties regarding the detection limits that have to be achieved during
radiological characterisation.

•

Characterisation requirements that have a direct relation to the clearance process
(such as development of nuclide vectors or radiological fingerprints) must be
developed early. This will also influence selection of appropriate sampling and
measurement techniques.

•

The process for clearance of materials and buildings should have well-defined
checkpoints where the results from the radiological characterisation are consulted.

•

A physical and radiological inventory database with built-in quality assurance
functions is very important to manage the physical and radiological information in
an efficient way.

•

The material management in principle involves the risk of internal contamination
with radioactive material. A more extensive contamination monitoring programme
for workplaces and of individuals than during operation may therefore be required,
especially for alpha contamination.

Design of auxiliary systems and facilities
•

The result of the radiological characterisation is an important parameter for the
design of the auxiliary systems and facilities, such as ventilation and filtration
systems, radiation monitoring systems and radioactive waste treatment and
conditioning facilities, and for selecting their capacities according to the estimated
risks and the identified radioactive wastes streams.

Human and organisational issues
•

It is necessary for multidisciplinary groups to be involved and co-ordinated in
development of the decommissioning plans, the characterisation objectives for
each characterisation campaign, and in selecting survey/characterisation tools and
methods throughout all phases of the decommissioning project.

•

Radiological expertise should be involved at all stages of characterisation and
decommissioning planning.
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7. Areas Suitable for Further Examination

The following is a list of topics that may be suitable for further examination with
respect to radiological characterisation:
•

Performance of radiological characterisation in nuclear facilities where a major
event has happened and where the contamination situation is thus significantly
altered and where some areas may not be readily accessible. In such cases, remote
measurement techniques and methods relying on modelling and calculation of
possible activity distributions may become relevant, while direct measurements
and sampling are often impeded or even impossible due to high dose rates and
other hazards.

•

Specific aspects of subsurface radiological characterisation. This is an important
topic mainly for nuclear power plants and fuel cycle facilities where during a long
operational period leakages have occurred and contamination has spread in
environmental media. In such cases, the sampling and measurement strategy has
to be optimised in order to gain maximum knowledge of the radiological situation
from a limited amount of data.

•

Optimisation of characterisation efforts in a plant life cycle perspective; a more
in-depth analysis of the interdependence between data obtained in previous phases
and use of these data in later phases, as presented schematically in Figure 3.1,
would provide insight in areas where characterisation could be made significantly
more effective. A strategic characterisation programme taking into account data
requirements of later phases would reduce the overall effort of radiological
characterisation.

•

The development of non-standard and emerging techniques for sampling and
for measurements and their future role in radiological characterisation. Such an
analysis would help identification of areas in which the most promising new
techniques emerge that would be capable of solving current problems (e.g. efficient
determination of alpha activity and its composition, depth distribution of activity
in building structures, etc.). For this analysis the forthcoming OECD/NEA WPDD
Report on R&D and Innovation Needs for Decommissioning (2013) could provide
significant help.

•

The interdependence between the results of radiological characterisation and dose
assessments for workers and environmental issues. In such an analysis, the role
and use of specific results of the radiological characterisation can be discussed,
e.g. appropriate methods for derivation of sufficiently conservative nuclide vectors
from a set of measurements, the implication of the presence of alpha-emitting
nuclides on radiation protection of workers or the derivation of clearance levels for
radionuclide mixtures as determined from the radiological characterisation.

Performance of such activities would put radiological characterisation in perspective
with regard to other aspects of decommissioning, radiation protection, waste management,
etc., and help to better understand its role in the context of the life cycle of nuclear
installations.
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Appendix A. Layout of Facility History Report

Section

Title

Purpose

Project definition
1

Project description

– Defines the scope of the study.
– Explains why the study is being carried out.

Location-specific factors
2

Dates and description of site prior
to construction of facility/facility
containment

– Describes the history of the land on which the facility was built (e.g. any
earlier buildings or structures).

3

Dates and description of facility
construction/modification

– Defines when the facility was built, its size, its layout, building materials,
excavation, etc.
– Describes any major extensions/modifications/demolitions that have taken
place.

4

Dates and descriptions of
developments in vicinity of the
facility

– Defines the buildings/structures/objects that are nearby and could have an
impact on the facility in question.

5

Potential hazards arising from
facility construction/modification
and location

– Combines the information given in Sections 2 to 4 to identify the hazards
resulting from facility in its particular location.

Usage-specific factors
6

Responsibility and ownership

– Identifies which groups have owned the facility.
– Identifies who currently is responsible for it.
– Identifies what the facility is currently used for.

7

Dates and description of facility
usage

– Defines the functions (with dates) of the facility.
– Explains the activities and processes that have been carried out in/by the
facility.
– Describes the major pieces of equipment that have been used.

8

Potential hazards/contaminants
arising from facility usage

– Combines the information given in Sections 6 and 7 to identify
contaminants that could potentially have arisen from activities associated
with the facility.

Incident-related factors
9

Events/incidents (including
spillages) affecting facility

– Lists incidents that have been reported to have taken place in, or near to,
the facility.

10

Potential contaminants associated
with events/incidents (including
spillages)

– Uses the information in Section 9 to identify likely areas of contaminations
in and around the facility.
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Section

Title

Purpose

Other factors
11

Anecdotal evidence of
contamination

– Lists "word of mouth” events that led to contamination for which there is no
documentary support.
– Provides further details of an incident that has been listed in earlier
sections (this will usually be incorporated into the earlier description rather
than described here).

12

Visual evidence of contamination

– Describes visible areas of contamination that have not been reported in
any documents.

13

Olfactory evidence of
contamination

– Describes smells that would possibly indicate areas of contamination that
have not been reported in any documents.

14

Potential hazards associated with
anecdotal, visual and olfactory
evidence

– Combines the information in Sections 11 to 13 to highlight areas of
potential contamination.

15

Other concerns relating to the
building

– Describes any concerns not covered elsewhere (e.g. asbestos, legionella,
unidentified objects, etc.).

Identification of areas of concern
16

Conclusions

– Combines the discussions in Sections 5, 8, 10, 14 and 15 to outline the
areas of concern that would warrant further attention during later stages
of the characterisation process.

17

Sources of information

– Lists the information viewed in writing the facility history document.
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Appendix B. Decision Making for Sampling Strategy

Decision
Sampling approach

Key inputs and considerations
to decision making
– Health physics survey data
– Material type

Sample type

– Objective/aim of project
– Material type
– Constraints (particularly
access)
– Health physics survey data
– Analysis costs

Sample format

– Objective/aim of project
– Material type
– Constraints (particularly
access)
– Health physics survey data
– Cost

Good practice
Best quantitative results are generally from intrusive sampling.
Non-destructive approaches may be best or only option for
high-risk and high-activity projects, but generally provide
semi-quantitative (relative) results.
Discrete, composite and multi-incremental sampling types can be
employed dependent on project objective.
Discrete sampling tends to be used in situations where:
– access to the sampling area is constrained;
– the item or waste is of small volume or area;
– if known contaminant hotspots are being investigated.
Composite samples tend to be collected where there are a large
number of sub-populations to be sampled and analysed, to
minimise analytical cost.
Multi-incremental sampling is used where the project objective
requires maximised coverage and to enable a better estimate of
the mean concentration of contaminants at minimal analytical
cost. This is particularly used for large area or volume facilities,
items and wastes where analytical cost is high compared
to sampling cost and expected waste cost. For example,
multi-incremental sampling is typically used in building
characterisation to determine waste classification.
Both probability-based (simple random, random systematic and
random stratified) and judgemental (targeted) methods can be
employed, dependent on objective of project and chosen analytic
method.
Targeted sampling is used predominantly for screening (especially
for small-scale projects) to determine the nature of future
investigation.
Systematic and stratified sampling formats are used where a
project requires knowing when and where contaminants are
present. Random formats are suitable to perform statistical tests
(to demonstrate compliance with radiological criteria) or
calculations (population mean, proportion, etc.).
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Decision

Key inputs and considerations
to decision making

Good practice

Number and
distribution of
sample populations

– Objective/aim of project
– Material type
– Constraints (particularly
access)
– Health physics survey data
– History/provenance
– Analytical constraints
– Treatment and disposal
requirements and constraints
– Ease of segregation
– Size of area to be sampled

Sample populations are selected on a project-by-project basis with
due consideration of project objective, building/item/waste size
and the capability for segregation of the building/item/waste.
Populations are selected such that the size is manageable for
purposes of intrusive sampling and data analysis, whilst providing
sufficient information to meet the project objective.

Number and
distribution of
samples

– Health physics survey data
– Provenance/history of
building/item/waste
– Access constraints

Generally project information (principally health physics survey
data, provenance/history, etc.) is used to determine an
appropriate number and distribution of samples to be collected.
Judgement is used to maximise coverage across given sample
populations within project constraints.
Triplicate samples tend to be collected for multi-incremental
sampling in order to verify that the multi-incremental sample truly
represents the sample population. Triplicate sampling allows for
statistical manipulation of analytical data (e.g. the calculation of
relative standard deviation).
There may be specific guidance for determining the number of
samples for specific circumstances.
Otherwise, where any existing guidance is unavailable or
inappropriate, experience and judgement is used to maximise the
number and distribution of samples across a given population.
The degree of randomness of sample distribution within a sample
population, particularly where probability-based sample formats
are applied, is important. Appropriate techniques should be
chosen to ensure randomness in the choice of sampling location.

Analytical schedule

– Objective/aim of project
– Waste acceptance criteria
for treatment and disposal
facilities
– Provenance/history of
building/item/waste
– Material type
– Analytical capability
– Historical characterisation
data
– Facility fingerprint

The choice of analytical schedule is decided on a
project-by-project basis based on review of project objective,
projected project outcomes (i.e. material treatment and
disposal routes) and project information.

Sampling technique

Objective/aim of project
Material type
Health physics survey data
Access constraints
Sample size
Available equipment and
competent resource
– Sampling location/
environment

The selection of sampling technique is based on assessment of
the material to be sampled, location of sampling and sampling
objective.

–
–
–
–
–
–
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Decision

Key inputs and considerations
to decision making

Good practice

Analytical laboratory

– Conditions for acceptance for
analysing laboratories
– Local issues with laboratories
(e.g. workload, capability, etc.)
– Involvement in previous work
related to project

The choice of analytical laboratory is guided by the technical
capability of the laboratory (i.e. ability to undertake analysis,
activity of sample and compliance against conditions for
acceptance) and local issues (e.g. workload, method
performance, etc.).

Sample size

– Objective/aim of project
– Analytical laboratory
requirements
– Analytical schedule

The sample size should be that required to provide a
representative sample of the item/waste/material being
characterised. As a minimum, the sample size should be the
minimum quantity of sample required to meet the analytical
requirements for the project.
Advice on sample size for specific analytical requirements is
available from the analysing laboratories.

Sample depth

– Sample size
– Objective/aim of project

Sample depth is decided on a project-by-project basis on review
of the project information and objective of the study.

– Analytical schedule
– Health physics survey data
– Nature of building
material/item/ waste
– Provenance/history
Sample record
requirements

– Aim/objective of project
– Nature of building
material/item/waste
– Provenance/history
– Analytical requirements

As a standard, the sampling record records date of sampling,
details of deviations from the sampling plan, quantity of sample
collected, health physics survey information relating to the
samples and identifies the sampler as well as pertinent
photographs. Additional requirements for the sample record are
decided on a project-by-project basis.
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The following table provides considerations on how various objectives of data evaluation can be
achieved by appropriate combinations of the sampling strategy and data analysis techniques.
Combined with

allow

Sampling
strategy

Data
analysis

Evaluation
objective

Unbiased
(random or regular)

Statistics
(correlation)

Calculation of nuclide vectors
(fingerprints)

Unbiased
(random or regular)

Statistics
(hypothesis testing)

Deriving average
concentration

Regular mesh (2-D)

Stochastic
geometry

Identification
of hot spots

Regular mesh (2-D)

Geostatistics

2-D mapping
(contamination extent)

Generally non-destructive
Based on spatial continuity analysis
Easy re-sampling in uncertain areas

Regular and/or
judgmental

Geostatistics

3-D mapping
(waste categorisation)

Combined with historical information and
2-D mapping: sampling optimisation
Contamination profile in depth

Judgmental

Deterministic model
(activation…)

3-D mapping
(waste categorisation)

Based on mathematical formulae
Data required to calibrate model
parameters
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Additional comments
Few samples: direct ratios
More data: correlation, PCA…
Demonstrate compliance with regulatory
or sanitary threshold
Other statistical quantities available
Generally non-destructive
Direct link between probability of
hitting, mesh size and target size
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Appendix C. Decision Making for In-Field Sampling Requirements

The following table contains examples for key inputs to decision making and good practices that
should be followed.
Decision

Key inputs and examples
of decision making

Good practice

Sample labelling

– Nature of material [Asbestos
survey, Material Safety Data
Sheet (MSDS), Control of
Substances Hazardous to
Health (COSHH) assessment]

Samples are labelled with one pre-printed sample label detailing
project reference number, sample number, date and specific
comments. Labels are applied to the sample container bodies.
Where the sample is known to possess additional hazardous
properties (such as containing asbestos or posing chemotoxic
hazards) additional labelling is employed to ensure plant, people
and environmental safety during sample handling and storage.
This consists of either the CHIP symbol in reference to the
chemotoxic hazard or an asbestos label where the sample is
known to contain asbestos.

Containment type

– Nature of material (Asbestos
survey, MSDS, COSHH
assessment)
– Health physics survey data
(expected activity of sample)
– Analytical laboratory
requirements

Sample containers must be suitable for the matrices being
sampled and the analytes that are to be characterised.

Storage requirements

– Objective/aim of project
– Nature of material (Asbestos
survey, MSDS, COSHH
assessment)
– Health physics survey data
(expected activity of sample)
– Analytical laboratory
requirements

The choice of storage location is directed by the activity of the
sample.
Special requirements for sample storage such as refrigeration
(e.g. for soil samples) or segregation (owing to chemotoxic
properties) or additional bonding (e.g. for liquid samples) are
determined based on assessment of project information.
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Glossary

Clearance level
A value, established by a regulatory body and expressed in terms of activity concentration
and/or total activity, at or below which a source of radiation may be released from
regulatory control.
Data Quality Objectives (DQO) process
Planning process when environmental data are used to select between two alternatives
or derive an estimate of contamination. The DQO process is used to develop performance
and acceptance criteria (or data quality objectives) that clarify study objectives, define the
appropriate type of data, and specify tolerable levels of potential decision errors that will
be used as the basis for establishing the quality and quantity of data needed to support
decisions.
Derived concentration guideline limit/level (DCGL)
Value of the total activity or the mass or surface-related activity of radionuclides that has
been derived on the basis of radiological considerations or radiological models, e.g. for
purposes of releasing materials from radiological control (clearance).
Hard-to-measure radionuclides
Nuclides that cannot be easily measured through their gamma radiation or beta
emissions; usually comprise alpha-emitting nuclides without strong beta or gamma lines
or pure beta emitters. Examples are 3H, 14C, 36Cl, 90Sr, 99Tc and 129I.
In situ gamma spectrometry
Gamma spectrometer together with computer and software that is designed to be
operated in the field and not in the laboratory. Often used with collimator to suppress
gamma radiation from directions other than the object to be measured.
Key nuclides
Nuclides that are easy to measure and have a high abundance in the nuclide mixture in
question. The activities of hard-to-measure radionuclides may be correlated to the
activities of key nuclides via scaling factors.
Nuclide vector
List of radionuclides present in the nuclide mixture (contamination, activation) together
with its activity percentage. The activity percentages of all nuclides in the nuclide vector
add up to 100%.
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Scaling factors
Factor between a hard-to-measure nuclide and a key nuclide that represents the activity
ratio.
Swipe tests
Extraction of a percentage of removable surface contamination by a pad or swab (wet or
dry) in order to be measured by alpha, beta or gamma sensitive measurement methods in
a laboratory. The removal factor is usually set conservatively low to the order of 10% of
the total removable surface activity.
Transition phase
Period between the permanent shutdown of the facility and the start of implementation
of decommissioning.
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